***YHRIM: PLEASE READ IN FULL **BEFORE** WATCHING THE VIDEO LINKED at the End:
I'm posting this on fake book, sending this out to the YHRIM mailing list and also to my personal
contacts, and I also going to post this “letter” in our newsletter archive.
I want to openly make a statement and admission today, that I never thought I would make. Over the
last several weeks there has been many things on my heart, many things that have come to my mind
that began to make me question some things. Which those who have kept up with our fake book page
have read some of this change that I began to write in some of my posts.

I believe that I have been wrong about Trump. I now believe that Yahuah placed President Trump into
office as the leader of this nation. And I believe this was done for Yahuahs purposes in order to use him
to expose the satanic elites, not just the puppets in "political parties", but the true elites who are behind
the scenes who control the nations. Just like JFK began to try to do before they assassinated him.
Also I believe Yahuah placed President Trump into this position in order to use him to hold back the
elites, again who are this beast system over All the nations, from succeeding in their plans to kill out ALL
of Yahuahs People across the earth. And at the very least to hold back and interrupt the elites for these
past 4 years from proceeding with their plans much sooner.
I also want to state that my Abba, Moshe Eliyahu, has believed this for some years now. As along with
things he saw and read, in addition to that Yahuah had showed him some dreams specifically about
Trump, but we didn't fully understand them at the time.
Buy I myself just couldn't believe that in these last days that we are in, that there was anyone in the
government on a national level (especially in the US) who wasn't just playing their acting role on the
stage reading the script that they were given.
Further, there were many things that I believed was the elites just preparing the people to accept, or
their own way of making a "counterfeit prophecy" and then fulfill their own "prophecy". Specifically,
something that I have stated back 4 or 5 years ago a few times, but since then I began to only mention
about an "event" that I was looking to take place but I wouldn't write out due to all the censorship, nor
did I want to be accused of anything. And I haven't written about this event with written details since
then, until just recently when it yet again hit the news in a post I made a few weeks ago. And that event
was the assassination of President Trump, which is what happened to JFK.
Through these past years I believed, and have stated many times, that this was going to be a faked false
flag event only to be used to inflame and cause great upheaval on the "right" and the conservatives,
which it Would do so to say the least. But an event like this was openly called for and pushed in the
media, and even by "government" members, during Trumps first campaign and his first year in office.
But instead of that being "predictive programming" as I believed previously, apparently this was what
the elites wanted to actually carry out, what they wanted to happen, the same that was done to JFK.
And what they **may still attempt**.
***Linked down below is a video, I happened to come across a random clip last night, it just showed up
on my youtube home page. I don’t even think I know the channel that posted the clip. I listed to this
short 5 minuet clip. The clip was posted just in the past couple days, but it claimed that the original

video was posted back on oct 18th 2020. I was skeptical to say the least, and was just going to close it
out. But instead I took the name of this man and ran a search, after a few minuets I found what was
supposed to be the original video, and it was published on oct 18th 2020. I also searched a bit more and
found out some info about this man. He was raised hindu, his father was a hindu priest. And this man
from 7 years old had been diligently studying the mantra and ect, and was apparently well on his way to
become a hindu priest as well by the age of 16. At this time he began to “pray” to the hindu god for 40
days concerning reincarnation, but he never received an answer (obviously).
But just after this time, he went to a science lecture, as he was also studying to become a neurosurgeon.
During this lecture, one of the speakers began to speak about “evolution” vs creation. And he began to
speak about Messiah. At the end of which he asked those who wanted to accept Messiah to come down
to the stage. Even though he does not know His name, Yahuah spoke to him and told him that He was
the true Creator, This was repeated to him several times before he went down three flights of stairs to
get to the stage and accepted Messiah. At that time he left all his false religion and false idols behind.
***Now, to this video linked below. No he does not know Yahuahs name, nor His True Shabbat, and
other things. However, we all need to keep in mind that we didn’t know all these things at one point in
time either. And we didn’t have to come out of hinduism either, and start completely over.
The point being, don’t let satan put a self righteous spirit on any of us. Just because someone doesn’t
have the same understanding on every subject that you or we do, does not mean Yahuah isn’t using
them. Everyone has to learn and are at different levels on different things. Yahuah teaches us all as He
knows what and when we are able to take a hold of His Truths.
With that said, after finding this full length video linked below, I only intended to find the part that I saw
in the clip to confirm that it was actually in this video, which would prove that the statements made in
the clip were indeed published on oct 18th 2020. That was my only intention.
However, I began to listen to the first few minuets, and then I began to scan the thumbnails with my
mouse to see if I could find the scene that was shown in the clip. But as I continued to listen, somethings
he began to say caught my attention. They were some of the same things that we teach, using some of
the same verses and examples that we use, but he explained them in a different way. Further, what he
was teaching on was something you Never hear taught in the churches. And some of what he put into
this teaching, we may have in spread into several teachings, and vice versa.
The part that was in the short clip I saw is in the later portion of the video, and it concerns this election
and also the United States as a whole. **But I Greatly Urge everyone to watch this Entire Video.**
Listen very closely to what he is teaching, listen to the verses and examples he gives. Listen Very closely
to what he is telling the people there is coming, and how they need to prepare themselves for what they
are going to face. We have spoken about and taught all these same things, but worded and explained in
different ways.
When you get to the part about the election and the United States, listen closely to what he states. And
remember this was published on oct 18th 2020, as is proven by the youtube published date below the
video. I watched this full video last night, and we all watched it again today. It is very much worth the

time to not only watch once, but even several times.
**On a final unrelated note. This evening began the 30th day of this the 10th month. Rosh Chodesh/1st
day of the 11th month begins tomorrow evening at sunset (pagan roman calendar dates: sunset jan 13th
~through~ sunset jan 14th 2021)
Now, watch and listen to the video linked below.
~Shalom Shalom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4o184YQBzg

